Genetic analysis of discrete reproductive traits in sheep using linear and nonlinear models: I. Estimation of genetic parameters.
Repeated records on fertility, litter size, and ovulation rate of Rambouillet ewes and on fertility and litter size of Finnsheep ewes were used to estimate heritabilities and repeatabilities with linear and nonlinear sire and animal models. Linear sire (LSM) and animal models were used with all traits. Nonlinear models were the threshold, Poisson, and negative binomial. Threshold sire (TSM) and animal models were used with all traits. Litter size and ovulation rate were analyzed also with Poisson sire and animal models and with negative binomial sire and animal models. Variance components for linear models were estimated using REML; in the threshold, Poisson, and negative binomial, they were estimated using approximate marginal maximum likelihood. Poisson and negative binomial analyses yielded results difficult to interpret due to problems in variance component estimation. Animal models resulted in slightly greater estimates of heritability for fertility than did sire models, but ovulation rate heritability estimates from sire models were much greater than estimates form animal models. Differences between sire and animal models for heritability estimates for litter size were not consistent. Threshold models resulted in higher heritability estimates for all traits in both breeds and with both sire and animal models. In general, repeatabilities were consistent across models. For example, LSM (TSM) repeatabilities were .10 (.14) for fertility, .20 (.25) for litter size, and .25 (.29) for ovulation rate in the Rambouillet, and .17 (.17) for fertility and .11 (.13 for litter size in the Finnsheep.